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CONFIRMED 2021 COVID-19
CASES AT UCONN STORRS
as of 6:32 p.m. on Oct. 5

*positive test results

5

Current Residential Cases
(positive/symptomatic)

23

Cumulative
Residential Cases*

23

Wednesday, October 6, 2021
Cumulative
Commuter Cases*

29

Cumulative
Staff Cases*

Underground Cookies
A NEW STUDENT-RUN BUSINESS
by Corina Wallenta
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
corina.wallenta@uconn.edu

Two University of Connecticut
students had the idea to create their
own cookie business about two
years ago, starting as a small delivery operation limited to the residents in Werth, and growing into a
fully operational delivery business
out of a rented kitchen facility in
Windham, CT.
Bryce Bisset, a fifth-semester biomedical engineering major, founded
Underground Cookies his freshman
year, turning it from a side hustle to
a fully-operational business. He also
currently runs UConn’s CEO Club.
"In terms of getting a lot of the
registration, licenses and upfront
expenses, it has definitely been a lot
of work that I put in over the summer and over my sophomore year,"
Bisset said.
Bisset runs the company alongside fellow UConn students Tim
Watson and Ardit Gjonbalaj, who is
also the company’s website developer.
His passion for cookies started
around the time he was in middle
school, when his dad would bake
cookies.

"My dad used to make them from
scratch off of some online recipe.
He made them at home all the time,
and I loved whatever recipe it was.
But eventually, he just didn't make
them as often as he used to, and
of course, I just loved cookies, so
I taught myself the recipe," Bisset
said.
Since learning how to bake, he
and his father have been going back
and forth trying to figure out the
perfect cookie recipe.
"I've been a lot more precise with
some of the chemical details while
he's been trying to mix in some
crazy different things to his recipe, but I've got it to the point now
where it's something that is pretty
easily scalable, that I can make in
bulk and that I've really refined to
something that I really enjoy," Bisset said.
He started testing his cookie recipe out of the Peter J. Werth Residence Tower community kitchen
during his freshman year where he
was living.
"I bought equipment and supplies and bulk cookie baking ingredients from online stores, and I
made my first rough draft of the underground cookie in the communal
kitchen in Werth," Bisset said.

At Werth, he would make large
batches of cookies and go floor to
floor with his friends to deliver
cookies to students in the residence
hall.
Bisset has grown this operation
from the Werth kitchen to a cookie
delivery service run out of CLICK
Willimantic.
CLICK Willimantic is a kitchen
facility located in Windham, CT,
which provides a space for catering
businesses and other food companies to operate out of.
"I will make my cookie dough in
advance, and during our nights of
operation, I go there and use their
bakery kitchen to bake the chocolate chip cookies using the dough
I've made from scratch," Bisset
said.
Bisset says once the cookies have
been taken out of the oven, they are
packaged and put into insulating
devices before they are sent out for
delivery to ensure the cookies stay
warm during the 18-minute drive
from Windham to Storrs.
"A big part of our motto as a business is to provide people not only
with the best chocolate chip cookies
they've ever had, but also one that
tastes like it just came out of the
oven," Bisset said.

UConn student Bryce Bisset, founder of Underground Cookies, began testing his cookie recipes in the Peter
J. Werth Residence Tower community kitchen. Now, he runs his cookie delivery service in a kitchen facility
located in Windham, Conn. FILE PHOTO/THE DAILY CAMPUS

A screenshot of the Underground Cookies website.
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Once the customer places their
order through the underground
cookie website https://www.undergroundcookies.net, the orders
are sent out for delivery once every hour between 8 p.m. and 1
a.m. on Fridays and Saturdays.
"If you order cookies for delivery off our website, you can select
for them to be delivered between
8–9 pm, between 9–10 p.m., 10–11
p.m. so on, and so forth,” Bisset
said. “Once we close that delivery option, we essentially bake
the cookies immediately, package
them, put them in our box and
send them out for our first delivery, so they arrive at Storrs right at
the beginning of that time block."
So far, Underground Cookies
has partnered with three different
on-campus clubs and organizations; Moon Club, Student Union
Board of Governors (SUBOG),
and the Werth Institute.
Nicola Wilk, the vice president
and social media manager for
Moon Club, said, "the premise of
Moon Club is hanging out under
the moon, praising the moon and
just like hanging out with people
and having a good time."
Wilk said a tradition of Moon
Club is to provide cookies from
Insomnia to people who register
for them.
When Moon Club partnered
with Underground Cookies, they
predicted 100 cookie orders and

received 307 orders.
Due to the large scale of the
event, Bisset only ended up sponsoring half of the event, and Moon
Club leaders ended up ordering
Insomnia Cookies to fulfill the
rest of the orders.
"That was just a crazy social
event. It turned out that there was
something like 5-6 hundred people there. People were just listening to live music, enjoying cookies
and enjoying the moon. It was a
lot of fun, and we were glad to be a
part of it," Bisset said.
Wilk says many students were
choosing Underground Cookies
over the counterpart Insomnia
Cookies, and noted that Moon
Club will be using Underground
Cookies for future meetings.
"I believe that since it's a local
business, it's worth trying, and
it's a cookie, so I can't really complain," Wilk said.
Bisset hopes to take the company as far as possible during his
time at UConn and after graduating.
"The potential for the cookie
delivery market and, just, for good
cookies, in general, can explode in
this market is massive it's something that's already happened
before with Insomnia it's happening right now with ‘Crumble’, and
it's something that I would really
like Underground Cookies to take
apart in as well," Bisset said.

Facebook whistleblower testifies: Five highlights
WASHINGTON (AP) — While
accusing the giant social network
of pursuing profits over safety, a
former Facebook data scientist
told Congress Tuesday she believes
stricter government oversight could
alleviate the dangers the company
poses, from harming children to
inciting political violence to fueling
misinformation.
Frances Haugen, testifying to the
Senate Commerce Subcommittee
on Consumer Protection, presented a wide-ranging condemnation
of Facebook. She accused the company of failing to make changes to
Instagram after internal research
showed apparent harm to some
teens and being dishonest in its
public fight against hate and misinformation. Haugen’s accusations
were buttressed by tens of thou-

For more...

sands of pages of internal research
documents she secretly copied before leaving her job in the company’s civic integrity unit.
But she also offered thoughtful
ideas about how Facebook’s social
media platforms could be made safer. Haugen laid responsibility for
the company’s profits-over-safety
strategy right at the top, with CEO
Mark Zuckerberg, but she also expressed empathy for Facebook’s dilemma.
Haugen, who says she joined the
company in 2019 because “Facebook has the potential to bring out
the best in us,” said she didn’t leak
internal documents to a newspaper
and then come before Congress in
order to destroy the company or call
for its breakup, as many consumer
advocates and lawmakers of both

dailycampus.com

parties have called for.
Haugen is a 37-year-old data expert from Iowa with a degree in
computer engineering and a master’s degree in business from Harvard. Prior to being recruited by
Facebook, she worked for 15 years
at tech companies including Google,
Pinterest and Yelp.
“Facebook’s products harm children, stoke division and weaken
our democracy,” Haugen said. “The
company’s leadership knows how
to make Facebook and Instagram
safer but won’t make the necessary
changes because they have put their
astronomical profits before people.”
“Congressional action is needed,”
she said. “They won’t solve this crisis without your help.”
Democrats and Republicans have
shown a rare unity around the rev-
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Former Facebook employee and whistleblower Frances Haugen
arrives to testify during a Senate Committee on Commerce, Science
and Transportation hearing on Capitol Hill on Tuesday, Oct. 5, 2021, in
Washington. PHOTO BY JABIN BOTSFORD/AP

elations of Facebook’s handling of
potential risks to teens from Instagram, and bipartisan bills have
proliferated to address social media
and data-privacy problems. But getThe Daily Campus

ting legislation through Congress
is a heavy slog. The Federal Trade
Commission has taken a stricter
stance toward Facebook and other
tech giants in recent years.
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Biden announces
nominees for
humanities and
arts endowments
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Joe Biden on Tuesday announced his picks to head the
National Endowments for the Humanities and the Arts, tapping a
Harvard University scholar and
an Arizona State University professor to oversee the federal agencies.
If confirmed by the Senate,
Shelly Lowe, who is the executive
director of Harvard University's
Native American program, will
be the nation’s first Native American to serve as chairperson of
the National Endowment for the
Humanities. She is a citizen of the

Navajo Nation and grew up on the
Navajo Reservation in Ganado,
Arizona.
Maria Rosario Jackson, if confirmed, will be the first African
American and Mexican American
to serve as chairperson for the National Endowment for the Arts.
Jackson is a professor at the Herberger Institute for Design and the
Arts at Arizona State, where she
also holds an appointment in the
Watts College of Public Service
and Community Solutions.
She's served as co-chair of the
County of Los Angeles Cultural
Equity and Inclusion Initiative,

President Joe Biden delivers remarks on his “Build Back Better” agenda during a visit to the International
Union of Operating Engineers Local 324, Tuesday, Oct. 5, 2021, in Howell, Mich. PHOTO BY EVAN VUCCI/AP

and is currently on the advisory
boards of the Smithsonian Center
for Folklife and Cultural Heritage,
the Equity Center at the University of Virginia, and several arts organizations in Los Angeles.
The humanities and arts endowments were established by

Congress in 1965 and are independent federal agencies that support
research, education and development in the arts and humanities
through partnerships with state
and local leaders, other federal
agencies and the philanthropic
sector.

Lowe is a member of the National Council on the Humanities, an
appointment she received from
President Barack Obama. Jackson
was appointed by Obama in 2013
to the the National Council on
the Arts, which advises the NEA
chairman.

ALBUQUERQUE RESOLUTION RECOGNIZES BOARDING SCHOOL TRAUMA
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (AP) —
The Albuquerque City Council has
adopted a resolution that acknowledges ongoing generational trauma
caused by U.S. Indigenous boarding school policies and formalizes
a commitment to work with Indigenous communities toward reconciliation and healing.
Councilors voted in favor of the
measure during a meeting on Monday. Mayor Tim Keller is expected to
sign the resolution on Indigenous
People’s Day.
The city has been researching
the history of a public park where
students of the former Albuquerque Indian School were believed to
have been buried more than a century ago. Ground-penetrating radar
will be used to study the site and
another meeting was planned later
this week to talk about how to keep
moving forward.
“It really is kind of a first step for
us as a city to move forward toward
healing and also to be inclusive of all
of our communities in Albuquerque
and to understand some of the pain
that people have lived with over
the years of not knowing,” Council President Cynthia Borrego said
during the virtual meeting.
Indigenous activists became
concerned earlier this year when a
plaque memorializing the students
from the former school vanished.
They established a makeshift me-

In this July 1, 2021 photo, a makeshift memorial for the dozens of Indigenous children who died more than
a century ago while attending a boarding school that was once located nearby is growing under a tree at a
public park in Albuquerque, N.M. PHOTO BY SUSAN MONTOYA BRYAN/AP

morial of flowers and other offerings and demanded an investigation.
Nationally, the U.S. Interior Department is in the middle of its
own investigation. The agency announced last week that it would begin tribal consultations as the next

step of its review of the boarding
school legacy. The feedback will
help lay the foundation for future
work to protect potential burial sites
and other sensitive information.
"Tribal consultations are at the
core of this long and painful process
to address the inter-generational

trauma of Indian boarding schools
and to shed light on the truth in a
way that honors those we have lost
and those that continue to suffer
trauma,” Interior Secretary Deb
Haaland said in a statement.
In Albuquerque, orange flags
have been placed at the city park

to signify the importance of the
site as more permanent plans are
worked out. Orange is the color
used to symbolize the movement
that is bringing more awareness to
the troubled legacy of the boarding
school system that sought to assimilate Indigenous youth into white
society over many decades.
The Albuquerque Indian School
was started in 1881 by the Presbyterian Church and came under federal
control a few years later. The school
closed in the 1980s, and the property was put into trust for New Mexico’s 19 pueblos. The buildings eventually were torn down, and a tribal
development corporation worked to
make it a commercial hub.
The park is several blocks away.
Only part of it is believed to contain
human remains, and city officials
said survey work done decades ago
during a road construction project
are the only maps they have that
detail the boundaries of the former
school's cemetery.
Dawn Begay, the city's tribal affairs coordinator, said during Monday's meeting that research into the
site so far has determined that Navajo, Apache and pueblo students
plus students from tribes in Arizona were probably buried at the site.
She noted that many records were
lost over the years and one of the
effort's goals is to identify the students and their tribal affiliations.

Opponents of Texas ban on most abortions expand challenges

PHOTO BY MELISSA PHILLIP/AP

CHICAGO (AP) — Opponents of
a new Texas ban on most abortions
filed a lawsuit in Illinois on Tuesday after weeks of being thwarted
by courts elsewhere in their efforts
to block the nation's most restrictive abortion law.
The latest legal challenge came
as the Biden administration waited
for a federal judge in Austin, Texas,
to rule on a request to halt the law
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known as Senate Bill 8, which bans
abortions in Texas once cardiac activity is detected, usually around
six weeks. A hearing was held Friday but there was no timetable on a
decision.
Although courts have blocked
similar measures elsewhere in U.S.,
the Texas law has remained in place
since early September because it
uniquely leaves enforcement solely

up to private citizens, who are entitled to at least $10,000 in damages
if they prevail in a lawsuit against
abortion providers.
A San Antonio doctor who admitted defying the law in a Washington Post opinion column last
month was quickly sued — but not
by anti-abortion advocates. He was
instead sued by former attorneys in
Illinois and Arkansas who oppose
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the law and are trying to force a
court to weigh in.
The Center for Reproductive
Rights is now asking a federal court
in Illinois to consolidate the lawsuits against Dr. Alan Braid and declare the law unconstitutional.
Last month, the U.S. Supreme
Court did not rule on the constitutionality of the Texas law, but allowed it to remain in place.
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BLACK COLLEGES’ FUNDING HOPES DIM AMID FEDERAL BUDGET BATTLE
LOUISVILLE, KY. (AP) — Optimism for transformational funding
for the nation’s historically Black
colleges was running high after the
Biden administration included $45
billion for the schools in its massive
multitrillion dollar spending plan.
That outlook quickly soured as
the funding became ensnared in
Democratic infighting over the size
of the economic package and what
it should cover. The latest iteration
of the bill includes just $2 billion
that can go toward educational programs and infrastructure for Black
colleges, and even that amount
would be reduced to competitive
grant funding rather than direct allocations.
That's especially disappointing
for many smaller, private historically Black colleges that don't have
the endowments as their larger and
more well-known peers. They often
struggle to upgrade their campuses
and programs, hurting their ability
to attract students.
The Biden administration's original $3.5 trillion proposal called for
sending at least $45 billion to Black
colleges and other minority-serving
institutions to update their research
programs, create incubators to help

students innovate and help traditionally underserved populations.
Getting a slice of that would have
been a boon to Philander Smith College in Little Rock, Arkansas, a private historically Black college. President Roderick L. Smothers said
federal coronavirus relief money
was instrumental in helping the university survive the pandemic with
technology upgrades and student
support, but he said Biden's original
proposal provided the kind of money that would have had a long-term
impact.
“We used the funds that we received to serve the students that
we have, and now we’re asking for
additional funds to make sure that
when we are on the other side of this
global pandemic our institutions
will be bigger and better and more
resilient,” Smothers said.
The college increased its enrollment by 43% between 2010 and 2019,
the latest data available, but saw its
endowment drop 18% during the
same timeframe, according to federal data analyzed by The Associated Press. Overall, enrollment at the
nation's roughly 102 Black colleges
has been declining — from 326,827
in 2010 to 289,507 in 2019.

New Mexico governor
thanks oil and gas,
cheers hydrogen plan

Democratic Gov. Michelle Lujan Grisham addresses energy executives
at the New Mexico Oil and Gas Association meeting on Monday, Oct.
4, 2021, in Santa Fe, New Mexico. Lujan Grisham has moved to crack
down on pollution from gas extraction while also trying to shield the
state’s producers from a drilling moratorium by the Biden administration. PHOTO BY CEDAR ATTANASIO/AP

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi of Calif., right, accompanied by Education and Labor Committee Chairman Rep.
Bobby Scott, D-Va., left, speaks at a news conference to unveil the College Affordability Act on Capitol Hill in
Washington, Tuesday, Oct. 15, 2019. Black college officials and advocates are concerned over looming budget cuts for transformational funding for the nation’s historically Black colleges. PHOTO BY ANDREW HARNIK/AP

SANTA FE, N.M. (AP) — New
Mexico’s Democratic governor is
seeking legislation to help jumpstart hydrogen production from
natural gas in her state, a process
that generates harmful greenhouse gases but could one day be
harnessed to provide environmental benefits.
Gov. Michelle Lujan Grisham
outlined the effort briefly at a convention of oil executives Monday
in a speech that acknowledged
the state’s reliance on industry tax
revenue while pledging to enforce
pro-environment regulations.
It’s the latest tightrope walk for
the governor who has promised
action on climate change while
also working to shield the state’s
oil and gas producers from a federal drilling moratorium on public
lands issued by fellow Democrat
President Joe Biden.
Lujan Grisham's first message to
the executives was to put on their
masks, citing her own emergency
regulations issued weeks ago in
response to the surge of the delta
variant of the coronavirus.
She paused while some 300 attendees complied, before launching into a 20-minute speech thanking oil and gas producers for their
contributions to the economy and
tax revenues that form the backbone of state education funding.
She pledged to kick-start the hy-

drogen fuel industry in New Mexico with legislation in February.
“We are working on that as we
speak,” Lujan Grisham said, adding that it’s part of an effort to turn
New Mexico into a hydrogen fuel
“hub.”

“The Hydrogen Hub
Act will continue (to)
help us reach our
ambitious climate
goal of decreasing
greenhouse gas
emissions by at
least 45% by 2030
— and boost our
economy in the
process.”
NEW MEXICO ENVIRONMENT
DEPARTMENT SPOKESWOMAN

The bill could include taxes and
incentives for energy producers
to produce hydrogen, legal frameworks to facilitate production
and storage, refueling corridors
for truck traffic and training programs for workers in the industry.
“The Hydrogen Hub Act will

Man charged with killing hospital
co-worker, wounding police
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — A man
faced murder and other charges
Tuesday in the shooting death of a
colleague at the Philadelphia hospital
where they both worked and the subsequent wounding of two officers in
an exchange of gunfire near a school.
Stacey Hayes, 55, was charged with
murder, attempted criminal homicide, aggravated assault, assault on
law enforcement, firearms crimes
and related offenses in the attack
that killed Anrae James, 43, at Thomas Jefferson University Hospital in

downtown Philadelphia, police said.
It’s unclear whether Hayes has an
attorney who could respond to the
charges; telephone numbers listed in
his name weren’t functioning Tuesday.
Hayes was wearing scrubs when
he shot James, of suburban Elkins
Park, on the ninth floor of Thomas
Jefferson University Hospital just
after midnight Sunday, authorities
allege. James, a nursing assistant,
was pronounced dead shortly after
1 a.m. Monday. Early media reports

Pedestrians walk past Thomas Jefferson University Hospital in Philadelphia, Monday, Oct. 4, 2021. Police in Philadelphia say a nurse fatally
shot his co-worker at a hospital, fled the scene and was shot in a gunfight with police that wounded two officers. PHOTO BY MATT ROURKE/AP
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said Hayes was a nurse or nursing
assistant, but the hospital has not
confirmed his job description.
The gunman fled in a box truck,
and just before 1:30 a.m. Monday police responded to a report
of gunfire in west Philadelphia's
Parkside neighborhood near the
School of the Future on the edge of
Fairmount Park.
Police found the suspect in body
armor and with weapons including
a rifle and a handgun, police said.
He opened fire, and four officers
returned fire, critically wounding
him in the upper body and neck,
police said.
Police said one of the wounded
officers had an elbow injury requiring surgery, while another was
grazed on the nose.
Chief Inspector Frank Vanore
told The Philadelphia Inquirer that
it's unclear whether Hayes was
supposed to have been working at
the time, but detectives believe he
used an employee entrance. Investigators are still trying to find out
why he might have targeted his
co-worker, he said.
“We have not discovered any
hostility between them, or any
issues that we can point out,” Vanore said.
James, also a part-time barber,
was described as a family man
who worked two jobs to support
his three kids, and as a jokester
with a talent for bringing people
together around his barber’s chair,
the Inquirer reported.

continue (to) help us reach our ambitious climate goal of decreasing
greenhouse gas emissions by at
least 45% by 2030 — and boost our
economy in the process,” said New
Mexico Environment Department
spokeswoman Kaitlyn O’Brien.
Like electric car batteries, hydrogen fuel cells emit no carbon
dioxide when used. But electric
cars, like the growing number of
hydrogen vehicles including forklifts, are only as “green” as the energy used to power them.
Most energy used to produce
hydrogen currently comes from
natural gas, according to the U.S.
Department of Energy, and directly contributes to the pollution that
causes. But supporters of the technology, including Biden, see it as a
pathway to reducing carbon emissions as it becomes more environmentally safe.
New Mexico’s first large-scale
hydrogen project describes itself
as “blue” — harnessing natural gas
to divide water to create hydrogen. A recent study by Cornell and
Stanford found the process generates 20% more carbon emissions
than burning natural gas or coal
for heat.
In what could have been an applause line for an industry with
few friends in the White House,
Lujan Grisham said she’s advocating for them at the highest level.
“In recent weeks, we
noted an increased
chance that Ellume
COVID-19 Home Tests from
specific product lots may
provide an incorrect
positive result. Following
a thorough investigation,
we isolated the cause and
confirmed that this incidence of false positives
is limited to specific lots.
In response, we worked
with the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) to
voluntarily remove affected Ellume tests from the
market.”

PHOTO BY ELLUME, VIA AP

STATEMENT FROM DR. SEAN PARSON,
CEO AND FOUNDER OF ELLUME

Manufacturer recalling some
at-home COVID-19 test kits
(AP) — COVID-19 test kit maker
Ellume is recalling some at-home
tests after learning that they were reporting a higher-than-expected rate
of false positive results indicating
someone has the virus when they do
not.
The Australian company has said
the tests were shipped to U.S. retailers and other distributors from April
through August. It published a list
on its website of the lot numbers on
test packages affected by the recall.
The company said about 427,000
tests are in the lots identified in the
recall, and nearly 200,000 are unused. Ellume said tests from those
lots may provide false positive results at a rate higher than researchers saw during clinical testing.
Ellume said it will email customers who used one of those test kits

and received a positive result in the
last two weeks. It recommended
that people who have not scheduled
another test to confirm the result
should immediately do so.
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration said Tuesday in a separate
statement that people who got a
positive result from one of the tests
should contact a care provider or urgent care location and ask for a molecular diagnostic test.
The problem was tied to a manufacturing issue, and it does not appear to affect negative results from
the tests.
Ellume said about 42,000 affected
tests have been used and produced
positive results, both accurate and
false. That represents about 1% of
the 3.5 million tests the company has
shipped to the U.S.
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Editorial

Don’ t let the
‘ Rally for a
Peaceful Planet’
be the extent of
your activism

A

ILLUSTRATION BY ANNA IORFINO, STAFF ARTIST/THE DAILY CAMPUS

ctivism comes in many forms, especially
on college campuses. Today at noon, the
“Rally for a Peaceful Planet” will take place
on the Student Union lawn. It has been in
the works for weeks, and boasts a long
list of speakers along with a clear set of
demands. While the Editorial Board applauds the effort of
the organizers who put this event together, we have a few
concerns that we’d like to point out.
For starters, the third goal of the rally is to get the University
of Connecticut to declare racism a public health crisis. This
is an incredibly admirable goal as racism is a public health
crisis, and should be declared so in as many spaces as possible,
but the fact is that this has already practically been achieved.
When the state of Connecticut made the declaration a few
weeks ago, Interim UConn President Dr. Andy Agwunobi
said in a Sept. 22 UConn Today post: “We at UConn applaud
and agree with the state’s declaration of racism as a public
health crisis in Public Act 21-35. We are glad that our Undergraduate Student Government asked that we follow the state
in declaring racism a public health crisis and we are happy
to do so.” Agwunobi is scheduled to speak today at the rally,
and no doubt he’ll reiterate this message, but the redundancy
seems a little bit performative.
In fact, the presence of two administrators on the speakers
list also creates some room for confusion. It begs the question,
what is the need for a rally if we’re dealing with an administration that is not only willing to cooperate, but played an
active role in the planning of said event?
This is the same UConn administration (obviously with a
few changes, but still relatively the same) that blocked efforts
to defund the UConn Police Department last year and presides over an on-campus fossil fuel plant, just to name two
grievances students have raised recently.
On the subject of the police, could the fact that this rally
is asking to end the 1033 program, a federally run system
that gives military equipment to UCPD and various other
police forces, rather than asking to defund from UCPD’s
multi-million dollar budget be a sign of compromise in order
to get administrators on board?
The question remains: Why do these concerns matter to
the individual UConn student that just wants to show up for
a good cause? It’s simple — supporting this rally is not a bad
thing, it just might not have the implications one might think
it has. What matters is what a person does after they leave.
If you go to this rally, consider yourself a rebel for going to a
protest that’s been sanctioned by the university and feel like
you’ve solved all of the world’s problems, then you went for
purely performative reasons. If you leave the rally with a desire to find out how you can best help causes that are in need
of helping, then your attendance will have been productive.
Let’s all come away from this event as the latter person,
ready to be active members of society, pushing for change in
all the ways we can. The motto of the rally is true in saying,
“Change starts with us.” But please remember that the rally
is only that, a start. We must continue with our activism
knowing full well we probably won’t see the end.

Love is necessary to environmental justice
by Harrison Raskin
OPINION EDITOR
harrison.raskin@uconn.edu

Often, in trying to “win over” members of the public, environmental justice
activists must consider the most effective frameworks for education and thus
recruitment to their movements. The
climate crisis, the sixth mass extinction
and many feedback loops of ecological
damage all fundamentally threaten human civilization, and it is debated how to
educate these issues in such a way that
encourages folks to take action. Activists debate framing the situation either in
terms of what is to be lost or what may be
gained: the risk or the benefit which inaction or action on environmental issues respectively lend to a member of the public.
We could easily frame the climate crisis in terms of the destruction of wildlife,
decreases in air quality, increases in extreme weather events, food shortages and
resource wars, which are likely to come
as the global ecosystem is increasingly
damaged. Alternatively, we could discuss
the benefits of living sustainably such as
community ties, clean natural resources

and the guarantee of safety for ourselves
and our children. But while the consequences of climate action or inaction to
each of us are interesting and profound,
I argue that we should ignore them because they’re irrelevant — and perhaps
contrary to — the necessity of creating a
movement for environmental justice.

Political organizing
which creates justice
comes from a place
of love.
However corny or clichéd it may sound,
political organizing which creates justice
comes from a place of love. Some suggest
framing environmental justice as a question of personal benefit, therefore convincing folks it is in their best interest to
organize. But, in reality, love is not about
pursuing one’s own wellbeing; love is primarily about pursuing the wellbeing of
others.
Love is unconditional. For someone to
be loved, we uphold what is best for them
in every situation to the complete extent

of our ability. We pursue their wellbeing
unconditionally. If we truly love someone
— which is an action far more meaningful than simply saying the words “I love
you” — we wouldn’t question or debate
the sacrifices needed in order to protect,
nourish and help them pursue self-actualization.
If a society was capable of loving an
individual as individuals love each other, then this love would also be unconditional. All members of a loving society
would be nourished, healed and supported regardless of what they were capable
of providing in return to the society, and
society would prioritize the wellbeing of
each equally, with no regard to the specific characteristics of their identity.
If we understand love to be unconditional on individual and societal levels,
we can see its necessity to environmental
justice. Environmental justice can only
occur as a component of justice in general where, as a result of a society in which
humans have just relationships, the relationship between humans and the environment reflects such justice.

See LOVE, p. 08

24/7 productivity is counterproductive
by Madeline Papcun
WEEKLY COLUMNIST
madeline.papcun@uconn.edu

It’s slowly getting easier for me to admit
that I was a stressed-out overachiever all
throughout middle and high school. I used
to tell myself I was just a hard worker, but
I know now
I really overworked myself. Working my way
through my
third semester of my undergraduate
degree at the
Un ive r s i t y
of Connecticut, I like to
think
that
I’ve relaxed
a bit upon
reaching college. This has
rung true especially since
March
of
2020, when I
very quickly
realized that there were bigger problems in
the world than getting a perfect score on every test, quiz and assignment given to me.
Understandably, this time spent focusing
solely on academic performance has been
beneficial to me in some ways. For example, I would consider myself a good student,
and I have decent time management skills
built up from when every second of my day
had to be meticulously planned.
However, there are lasting negative effects of being a former overachiever that
I still struggle with daily. Most notably, I
have somehow conditioned myself to believe that if I’m not sitting at my computer
actively working on the next assignment
that’s due, I’m wasting my time entirely.

Even during the summer when I’m not taking any classes, this mindset still lingers.
Instead of hyper-focusing on assignments
and due dates, I start believing that if I’m
not clocked-in at work, I’m once again just
wasting my time.
I know that this productivity-focused
mindset is not the healthiest way to live.

We can’t expect ourselves to be productive 24 hours a day, seven days a week; it
isn’t realistic or healthy. Societal pressures
obsess over productivity and look down
on free time. Initially, we may find comfort
in completing task after task, checking off
the to-do list one by one. Productivity can
masquerade as a purpose in life, something many
of us are so
desperately
seeking already.
But
there
can
be purpose
found in leisure activities, if only in
the fact that
they spark
creativity
and
build
happiness.
We
can
preach about
self-care eternally, but it
won’t do us
any good if
we aren’t acILLUSTRATION BY KAITLYN TRAN, STAFF ARTIST/THE DAILY CAMPUS
tively taking
Why can I not allow myself to simply enjoy time for ourselves and our hobbies. Yes,
my time, rather than worry about wheth- there are deadlines to meet and yes, there
er or not I’m wasting it? Personally, I find are assignments to complete. But if these
it most upsetting that I have inadvertently are all you ever do, or all you ever think
abandoned the creative hobbies that used about, what’s the point? We may have to
to bring me so much joy. I stopped painting, work to live, but we don’t have to live to
reading and drawing because I convinced work. Finding your personal passion and
myself that anything that wouldn’t be a creative outlets needs to be a conscious efcareer in the future wasn’t worth doing; fort.
which is not true at all! In fact, engaging in
If I don’t start breaking down this conartistic activities such as drawing, dancing stant productivity mindset, I’m going to
or playing music can have multiple health burn out. After all, if all I do this semester is
benefits, including boosting your mood study, at the end of it I won’t have a semesand alleviating anxiety and stress. This is ter to look back on at all. A degree is cersignificant, but it is also important to re- tainly not the only thing I came to UConn
member that any activity is worth doing if for, but if I never stop working I won’t have
it brings you joy.
any time left to create memories.
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So now there is a musical about Princess Diana

... and it’s really bad
by Gino Giansanti Jr.
ASSOCIATE LIFE EDITOR
gino.giansanti_ jr@uconn.edu

Jeanna De Waal stars as Princess Diana in the Broadway special “Diana the
Musical.” The musical, which premiered on Oct. 1, can be viewed on Netflix.
PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF DIANAONBROADWAY.COM

Netflix kicked off the month of
October with a musical that nobody asked for, nobody wanted and
certainly nobody needed. “Diana:
The Musical,” which premiered on
Oct. 1, came to the streaming giant
a month before its opening night on
Broadway this November. A casualty of the COVID-19 pandemic, the
musical, which chronically follows
the life and times of the late Diana,
Princess of Wales, only managed to
squeeze out a few previews before
its doors were shuttered for more
than a year. In the same style as Apple TV+’s “Come From Away” and
Disney+’s “Newsies” and “Hamilton,” “Diana: The Musical” was
filmed on stage, though without an
audience present. Frankly, there is
not much of an audience outside
the theater either with this film, as
the few Broadway nerds like myself
who ventured into this mess were
left with one burning question:
“why?”
Let me be the first to say that I absolutely love Princess Diana, so this
is by no means an attack on her or
her story when I critique the musical of her life. Diana is an icon, after
all, but she’s an icon who lead a difficult life that ended all too quickly.
Her story is a tragedy no matter
how many shiny song-and-dance
numbers you throw into the show.
So this begs the question: Why was
this created to begin with? Did we
really need a musical about Princess Di?
In theory, I suppose it makes
sense. Diana was a huge fan of the
medium, loving to perform and
loving the high-energy tunes of
the 1980s. She was even a self-proclaimed superfan of the Broadway
staple, “The Phantom of the Opera,” which she used in an elaborate gift for her husband on their
seventh wedding anniversary. And
I suppose Diana and the royals are
having a resurgence in popularity. With the release of the multiaward-winning fourth season of
Netflix’s “The Crown” last year, the
upcoming Diana biopic “Spencer,”
starring Kristen Stewart and the
Harry and Meghan interview with
Oprah, the market for royal content
is certainly there, yet somewhere
things went horribly wrong.
When thinking about what

“ Clicking play on my tablet felt

like buying a ticket aboard the
Titanic with the knowledge of the
ship’s untimely end. ”
makes a movie bad, it is easy to
point fingers at the actors we watch
for the duration of a film’s running
time. That being said, I cannot fault

the talents of the stars on stage.
To be perfectly honest, they did as
well as they could with the underdeveloped plot, forgettable tunes
and juvenile lyrics. Jeanna de Waal,
playing the titular role, has a phenomenal voice with an impressive
belt, yet it is hard to showcase this
when she sings lyrics like, “Harry,
my ginger-haired son / You’ll always be second to none.” Though
a talented Broadway veteran, Judy
Kaye as Queen Elizabeth II, gives
a shallow almost parodied performance of the monarch that pales in
comparison to the Olivia Colman
and Claire Foy performances in
“The Crown.” Every word of dialogue is so literal and straightforward that there was no room for
any expression by the actors.
The one redeeming quality of this
film was the set and costumes. To
be honest, this is the ultimate mark
of a bad musical. I mean, when an
actor or actress is on stage singing
their heart out, it’s pretty embarrassing when audiences leave the
theater thinking more about the
outfit they were wearing rather
than the immense talent that they
possess.
As a history buff, however, the
attention to detail in the historical
accuracy of the icon’s couture was
spot on. Every single costume Diana’s character wears (38 in total
compared to the average 12 a Broadway leading lady usually wears) is
an exact replica of a dress the real
Diana wore at a specific point in
time. Her wedding gown? Flawless.
The “revenge dress?” Stunning.
The dress she wore bringing Prince
William home from the hospital?
Stolen right from Diana’s closet and
smacked on stage. Six-time Tony
Award-winning costume designer
William Ivey Long has once again
demonstrated his expertise and
could be the production’s only shot
at a Tony this June.
I can only imagine what this
means for the Broadway production. When it is available for anyone
to see at the monthly price of a Netflix subscription, why would anyone pay $250 to see it on stage all the
way in New York City? Tourists?
Old people, who still use cable for
their TV and movie content? Who
knows? But if the goal of this Netflix
film was to build up buzz around
the show and draw crowds off of
their couches and into the seats of
the Longacre Theatre of Midtown
Manhattan, the “Diana” team will
likely be disappointed. If anything,
the film hurts the production and
deters curious audiences from even
the possibility of buying a ticket to
the train-wreck, all but ensuring
its early closure on the Great White
Way this fall.

Rating: 1.2/5
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Netflix’s
‘Maid’
cleans
up
nicely
by Abigail Bonilla
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
abigail.bonilla@uconn.edu

On Friday, Oct. 1, Netflix released
the highly anticipated “Maid,” a
miniseries based on the New York
Times bestseller of the same name.
The opening scene introduces the
audience to Alex (Margaret Qualley) lying awake in bed as she contemplates an escape plan from Sean
(Nick Robinson), who punched a
hole in the wall of their mobile home
the night prior. She quietly gathers her things and her two-year old
daughter, Maddy (Rylea Nevaeh
Whittet), and sets out for a new life.
Soon after, Alex picks up a last resort job as a house cleaner in an attempt to bring in an income.
Throughout the series, we are
privy to the harsh realities of living in abject poverty. Car accidents,
custody battles and money troubles
frequent themselves in Alex’s chaotic life. Early in the second episode,
our main character finds herself in
a women’s shelter, housed with other survivors of domestic abuse. The
entire show gives a testament to the
hardships that abuse survivors endure, as we see flashbacks to Alex’s
experiences throughout. “Maid” has
the kind of familiar pain embedded
in its episodes that many shows
struggle to achieve. Being based
upon a memoir allows the audience
to subject themselves to a kind of
lived-in experience. The events in
the show are all based upon reality,
which makes the scenes of pain and
abuse even harder to watch.
A tearjerker on all fronts, “Maid”
is a series that will without a doubt
be circulating the media world come
awards season. Qualley’s performance as “Alex” is a far cry from
her previous roles, allowing her to

express a more serious side to her
acting. The audience gains a firsthand account into the struggle
young mothers in poverty face.
Robinson also delivers a shocking
execution of his character, the angry and abusive Sean. Both actors
explode onto the scene with poignant emotion. Andie MacDowell
also gives a comedic showing as
the bipolar neurotic Paula, the
eccentric mother of Alex. The
production team of the series
is stacked as well, with Margot
Robbie of DC Comic’s “Suicide
Squad” listed as a primary producer. Without a doubt, “Maid” is
one of the shining triumphs of the
2021 media season.
What first could be seen as a
monotonous 10 hour struggle,
upon a deeper watch, the viewer becomes incredibly invested
in the story. With every victory
Alex has, the audience rejoices. With every misfortune, they
feel for her emotionally. The series employs the joys of episodic
television to tell a story perfectly
woven together throughout its 10
episodes. The emotions are real.
Raw. You both struggle and succeed with the protagonist, a goal
that many television series fail to
achieve. The show tells stories of
mental illness, addiction and the
bootstraps mentality that many in
poverty struggle with. It is one of
the few series that gets the pain of
domestic violence right — allowing enough truth into the issue
without dramatizing it. A touching tale of generational trauma,
self-advocacy and love, “Maid” is
certainly a series that will please
for many months to come.
Rating: 4.5/5

“Maid” is a miniseries about the harsh realities of domestic violence and poverty. It is based on a memoir by the same name that happens to be a New York Times Best Seller.
PHOTO COURTESY OF FLICKR
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“The only person
who can never
leave you is
yourself, so learn
to love you.”

Real Talk With Rebecca
The fear of being alone

by Rebecca Friedman
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
rebecca.friedman@uconn.edu

Silence scares me. Being alone
is something I tend to avoid. For
those who may have never experienced the fear of being alone, this
all may seem dramatic, exaggerated or not make sense. But it is a
real struggle people with anxiety
face frequently. It’s not that I feel
the same fear as I do watching a
scary movie; it’s different. I fear
the feelings I will feel while being
alone. I want to avoid the feeling
of loneliness or overthinking.
I think the number one reason
I hate being alone is because I
don’t get to actually be alone. For
me, being alone means hanging
out with my intrusive thoughts,
stress and anxiety. While most
people may find peace in being
alone, I find war. I become at war
with worrying about things that
have not — and may not — ever
even happen. It is so much easier to be surrounded by people.
When I am around my friends,
I am able to push my thoughts
and anxiety to the side and worry
about them later. This only works
for so long, until my thoughts pile

up and take over. Then, I start to
feel alone while surrounded by
people. That is a worse feeling
than loneliness itself.
I recently realized that I put so
much pressure on my friends and
family to be there for me, when in
reality, I needed to learn how to be
there for myself. I found myself
feeling sad if no one was around
to spend time with me. I would
overthink this even more, wondering why no one was around. But
it wasn’t any of my friends' faults.
I was really just sad I had to be
alone.
Finding things I could enjoy
while also being alone was something I found to be helpful. A new
Netflix show or a book I could get
lost in are both things I could enjoy

with no one else around. My goal is
to replace the feelings of loneliness
with enjoyment. I also try to make
my lonely space a place of comfort.
Whether it is lighting a candle,
putting on some mood lighting or
making sure to keep a clean room,
having a comfortable space to be
alone in is a true game changer.
My therapist told me once to just
feel it. Feel the feelings you are so
scared of for just a short while.
Get through the loneliness you
are so scared to feel. If you feel
like you might cry, just cry. Let all

the feelings happen. Pushing your
thoughts away just means they are
going to come back later. Although
it is hard, experiencing the feelings
as they happen becomes easier in
the long run. Once you get through
it, you will realize it is just that annoying brain of yours overthinking the smallest things. Next time
you face the fears of being alone,
you might find it a little less hard;

maybe one day you might even
enjoy it.
At the end of the day, the only
person who can never leave you
is yourself, so learn to love you.
I’m learning too; it definitely
doesn’t happen overnight.
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A dog rests by the feet of his owner after going back and forth between the Storrs Farmers Market, outside of E.O. Smith High School, and the 18th annual Celebrate Mansfield Festival, in Downtown Storrs, on Saturday, Oct 2. PHOTO BY ERIN KNAPP, ASSOCIATE PHOTO EDITOR/THE DAILY CAMPUS
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Love’s place in
environmental activism
LOVE, cont. from p. 04

I argue that justice can only be found in a society
where everyone is loved. This love wouldn’t come
from a partner, or take the form of romantic emotions. Rather, in a just world, everyone would be
legitimately supported through provision of community ties, basic necessities, human rights and
consensual relationships with others. These would
be accessible to everyone regardless of their wealth,
their capacity to labor, their physical characteristics
and even their “merit.”
In such a world, everyone — being loved unconditionally — would have equal ownership of and
responsibility for the natural environment upon
which we rely for survival. The environment could
not be harmed or destroyed because its preservation would be necessary to the lives of each person,
all of whom are loved and provided for. Conversely,
today as various ecosystems are depleted, degraded
and destroyed, we make clear that their human dependents are not loved but that these peoples’ very
survival is conditional upon their geographic location, nationality, race, wealth or another component
of their identity. This is not love.
If a sustainable world is one in which everyone is
loved unconditionally, we contradict ourselves attempting to pursue the creation of this world only
under certain circumstances. Anything which we
require from this future world in exchange for our
struggle would make our care for such an unconditionally loving world, conditional. Likewise, if the
personal consequences to us of climate change were
relevant to the responsibility we have of pursuing
environmental justice, we would not truly love the
world we claim to seek to create.
We can’t limit our struggle for a better environment in accordance with our own safety, security
or comfort. We need to continue struggling no matter how bleak the future may seem, no matter how
much nihilism and doom are promoted as “solutions’’ to the climate crisis. If instead we framed a
relationship to a struggle for environmental justice
primarily with regards to our own personal wellbeing or prosperity, we would not truly be struggling
for a better world, but struggling for our own benefit. We would not be loving anything, we would
simply be selfish, and because of this we would be
unable to pursue the loving world which environ-

mental justice demands.
This very abstract, philosophical argument I’ve
set forth above has extremely practical implications
for environmental justice organizing. If our pursuit
of a sustainable world requires a guarantee of our
own survival, wealth or wellbeing, we will inevitably spend more time worrying about these goals
than the actual change and alteration of the world
into a better place. We will be unable to recognize
and act when our privileges, material wealth or even
wellbeing might be at odds with this better world.
Our groceries are picked by undocumented immigrants for slave wages. The fires on the west coast
of the United States are fought using prison labor
which is a functional and historical extension of
American chattel slavery. The electronics we use
for nearly everything are produced by global supply chains which openly exploit child labor and are
some of the key causes of greenhouse emissions of
the resulting climate crisis.
In rectifying these relationships and actually pursuing a better world, we will need to come to terms
with the ways our immediate material wealth or
wellbeing might be related to someone else’s harm.
But if our politics surround, first and foremost, our
personal security and comfort then we’ll be unable
to interrogate these privileges, unable to deconstruct the global systems of oppression which are
destroying the environment to begin with and ultimately we will not realize a world with environmental justice.
A better world isn’t produced by a single or spontaneous event; it’s something we realize on a daily
basis through our interactions with others. It isn’t
about what happens to the global ecosystem decades
or centuries from now; it’s something we choose to
embody because of a commitment to treating others how they deserve to be treated. A better world
is built every day through generalizing the love
that we feel for specific others until we understand
the need for everyone to be loved. If this occurs in
enough people, our politics have the potential to
create a society embodying these values, including
a sustainable relationship between humans and the
environment.
If we don’t truly love the idea of a better world,
how could we create it?
“At the risk of seeming ridiculous, let me say that
the true revolutionary is guided by a great feeling of
love. It is impossible to think of a genuine revolutionary lacking this quality.”
- Che Guevara

ACROSS
1 Composer Bartók
5 Word with ship or
school
9 Restoration
locations
13 Beasts that work
in pairs
14 Largely phasedout ersatz fat
brand
16 Org. for fur foes
17 Envelopedirecting abbr.
18 “Out of Africa”
setting
19 Starting on
20 Three at the start
21 Ring result
23 1993 coming-ofage baseball film,
with “The”
25 Hen or sow
26 Really long time
27 Surround sound
components
32 Unlicensed
rainbow catcher
36 Floral accessory
37 Urges
38 Backing
39 Place for a
catcher’s guard
40 Portuguese king
41 Camporee, for
instance
45 Former California
speedway that
was the site of a
1969 rock concert
47 Genetics lab
material
48 Director Jean-__
Godard
49 Evening parties
53 Tap water
58 Pre-A.D.
59 Injure
60 Willow twig
61 Dire prophecy
62 Nobelist Pavlov
63 Evans’ news
partner
64 __ sci
65 Elizabeth of
“La Bamba”
66 Torso muscles,
collectively
67 Watersports gear
DOWN
1 Lakeside rentals
2 Additional
3 Allowed to enter

Sudoku
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By Winston Emmons

4 Cleeves who
wrote Shetland
Island mysteries
5 Bed-ins
for Peace
participant
6 Native Alaskan
7 Monthly
expense
8 Belafonte
classic
9 Lynn portrayer
in “Coal Miner’s
Daughter”
10 Mexican money
11 Minuscule
amount
12 Ump’s call
15 Queasiness
21 Reputation stain
22 Winter warm
spell
24 __ ex machina
27 Peacock’s gait
28 Scheme
29 K-12, in brief
30 Bit attachment
31 Do a number,
say
32 Supermodel
Banks
33 Line holder
34 Handling the
matter
35 Familiar with

Level 1

2

3

Tuesday’s Puzzle Solved
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39 Sirius, e.g.
41 Lewd stuff
42 Pupa protector
43 2020 candidate
Beto
44 Inch or mile
46 Wellesley
graduate
49 Asparagus piece
50 Fodder for a Fire,
say
51 Food recall
cause

4

Solution to Tuesday’s puzzle

10/6/21

52 Truck stop array
53 Send using
52-Down
54 Finish, as a road
55 Algerian seaport
56 Colorado-based
sports org.
57 Digital recorder
61 MLB rally killers,
briefly, and a
hint to what’s in
the four longest
puzzle answers

10/6/21
Complete the
grid so each row,
column and
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PSG star Kylian Mbappe reveals he wished to join
Real Madrid over the summer in explosive interviews
with French media outlets RMC Sport and L’Equipe
by Sebastian Garay-Ortega
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
sebastian.garay-ortega@uconn.edu

Paris Saint-Germain superstar
Kylian Mbappe sat down with both
Jerome Rothen of RMC Sport, and
French newspaper L’Equipe, to give
his side of the story in relation to all
that transpired over the summer
transfer window.
While all of the quotes come directly from the interviews themselves, they have been disseminated
by a multitude of journalists and
media outlets, such as: PSGhub, Get
French Football News (GFFN), Spanish media outlet Marca, Sky Sport Italy journalist Fabrizio Romano and
le10sport journalist Hadrien Grenier.
One of the first bombshells that
Mbappe dropped on Rothen was that
he had, in fact, requested a transfer to
Spanish giants Real Madrid over the
summer.
“I asked to leave (in July) because
from the moment that I didn’t want
to extend, I wanted the club to have a
transfer fee to have a quality replacement.”
When asked why he requested a
move, Mbappe said that he believed
his journey in Ligue 1 had come to an
end.
“I thought my adventure (with
PSG) was over. I wanted to discover something else. I’d been in the
French league for six or seven years.
I’ve given what I tried to in Paris and
I think I’ve done it well. To arrive at 18
post-youth development and do everything I have, I think that’s something remarkable.”
Mbappe emphasized that he had
told the club early on in the transfer
window that he wanted to leave so
that they could find a proper replacement for him.
“I told them early enough for the

club to be able to react. My hope was
that we could both benefit and find a
good deal.”
One thing that did not sit well with
the French international, however,
was how the club publicly stated that
Mbappe had asked to leave in the final week of August. The French superstar strongly denied this, and affirmed that he had given Paris ample
time to replace him.
“Personally, I didn’t really appreciate Paris Saint-Germain saying ‘he is
asking to leave in the last week of August…’ because that is wrong. It made
me feel like a thief. I informed them
early, at the end of July.”
Rothen also got Mbappe to give
his thoughts on a comment made by
PSG President Nasser Al-Khelaifi in
early June, where he made it clear to
L’Equipe that the club would never
sell him or allow him to leave for free.
“It’s scary when your president
says ‘he’ll never leave for free.’ When
I heard that, I swallowed hard. I said
to myself, ‘but what’s going to happen now’?”
Despite this, Mbappe recognized
that Al-Khelaifi simply did what any
businessman in his situation would
do: protect his assets.
“I don’t blame him. I get on very
well with him. He defends his position, the interests of the club. And
that’s respectable, because he puts a
lot of passion into defending the club.
He is a very great president.”
Since Mbappe wanted to depart
the French capital over the summer,
Rothen asked the World Cup champion if he still felt that same desire. In
other words, is he bound to wear the
shirt of the 13 time UEFA Champions
League winners next season?
“Is my departure sealed? Yesterday’s truth is not today’s nor tomorrow’s. If someone had told me that
Messi was going to play for PSG, I

wouldn’t have believed it. So we don’t
know what can happen.”
“We don’t know in football what
can happen. We don’t know anything
at all. Six months ago, I didn’t know
that I wanted to leave.”
Mbappe was also asked about his
future in his interview with L’Equipe.
“Right now, my future is not my
priority. I’ve already wasted a lot of
energy this summer, and it was tiring.”
“I don’t want to churn people with
my future. It’s tiring for everyone. We
can create something extraordinary
this year.”
L’Equipe questioned Mbappe on
his reaction when he found out he
would not be able to join Madrid, and
asked him what his current state of
mind was now that everything had
blown over.
“Disappointed to stay? At that
time, a little. When your ambition is
to leave, if you stay, you are not happy. But I quickly moved on… I had
time to mourn while there were no
games. When I came back (after injury), I scored again and performed
well.”
“Where do I stand now? I stayed
and I’m really happy. At no point in
the season will you see behavior like:
‘you didn’t let me go, so I’m going to
take my foot off the gas.’”
L’Equipe also hoped to get the inside scoop on his alleged “rift” with
fellow teammate Neymar Jr. The incident spawned when the cameras
caught Mbappe complaining about
the Brazilian not passing him the
ball in PSG’s match against Montpellier Hérault SC on Saturday, Sept.
25; most notably, the French international referred to Neymar as a bum,
which fueled the flames even more.
“Yes, I called Neymar a ‘bum’ because I wasn’t happy with a pass.

These are things which happen all
the time in football. That’s why, right
after, given how it blew up, I spoke
with him about it. This happens because we want to win. That’s it - no
issue.”
Mbappe also spoke about how
much of an honor it is to play with Lionel Messi, but made it clear that the
Argentine international would not
have convinced him to stay at PSG.
“I never imagined him coming
here! For me, he was never going to
leave FC Barcelona. I enjoy every
moment with him. You must never
forget that it’s a privilege.”
“I was not changing my mind (on
his desire to leave PSG) because of
Messi’s arrival. It’s a privilege, he’s
great, but I don’t make decisions on
sudden impulses. I had made my decisions and I had thought long and
hard about it.”
Despite the fact most of the interview discussed Mbappe’s attempt
and desire to leave Paris, he affirmed
that he was happy to stay and serve
the last year of his contract.
“The club decided not to sell, and I
was ok with that. I continued to play
all of August, and was performing
well. No problem with that, I’m still
in a great team and a place where I’ve
been happy for the past four years.”
Finally, Mbappe gave an analysis of the current Parisian squad to
L’Equipe, along with the roles of Neymar, Messi and himself on the pitch.
“We have filled a lot of gaps. We
have a very competitive team, ready
to fight for all of the trophies. Against
Manchester City, it was the first time
we managed to be all there in good
shape, even if we’re not yet at the top.”
“Neymar and Messi are much
more creative players, who can’t play
alone up front. I’m also there to free
up space for them, so that they can
play and give good balls.”

French football journalist and expert Abdellah Bulma confirmed on
Monday, Oct. 4 that Mbappe’s interview with RMC was carried out
without consulting PSG. This is most
certainly bound to anger those at the
top of PSG’s hierarchy, particularly Al-Khelaifi and sporting director
Leonardo Araujo. Moreover, this interview will not go down well with
the Emir of Qatar and owner of PSG,
Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani.
Conducting this interview in the
middle of the season will certainly
not sit well with Mbappe’s fellow
teammates, as he has practically
publicly admitted that he does not
want to be at the club. When asked by
L’Equipe why he chose to speak out
now, this is what he had to say:
“I needed to explain myself. I had
to put an end to the silence, and I
said that I would do it. I word it to
the supporters, to football fans, and
those who read me. I couldn’t speak
over the summer, that wasn’t possible. Now the summer is over, I had to
clarify things, and I think now is the
right time.”
While Mbappe said that he owed
an explanation to the supporters, the
timing of his comments will more
than likely infuriate the Parisian
faithful. Also, no closure is given to
the fans, as his comments in regards
to his future were very cryptic, and
by no means black or white.
We’ll have to wait and see how the
club responds. It’s almost impossible
to imagine that they would bench
Mbappe for his comments, but nothing can be put past a Qatari run side
that has made prideful decisions in
the past.
One thing is for sure, however: the
squad will have to co-exist alongside
a player who is more focused on his
future at Madrid than his present in
Paris.

Michigan State, Penn State getting big boost from transfers
(AP) — From its first snap of the
season, Michigan State showed that
coach Mel Tucker’s rebuilding project wouldn’t take nearly as long as
expected.
Wake Forest transfer Kenneth
Walker took a handoff, made a
move around a defender and raced
down the left sideline for a 75-yard
touchdown against Northwestern.
Walker and Co. have shown how
the relaxed NCAA guidelines allowing players to transfer without
sitting out a season can make it easier to revitalize slumping programs.
“I knew coach (Tucker) had a
plan, and I believed in his plan,”
said Walker, who added that he
wrote down his goal of winning the
Heisman Trophy back in March.
Walker has rushed for 680 yards
to lead all Football Bowl Subdivision players and help the 11thranked Spartans win their first five
games, a dramatic rise from their
2-5 finish last year in the pandemic-delayed debut season for Tucker.
He isn’t the only transfer making
a difference for the Spartans. And
Michigan State isn’t the sole unbeaten Big Ten team to bounce back
from a losing season while getting
big contributions from players who
began their college careers elsewhere.
The impact of the new transfer
policy just happens to be most apparent in East Lansing. Michigan
State is off to its fastest start since
2015, when it won its first eight
games and reached the College
Football Playoff.
Tucker overhauled his team
during the offseason by adding 20
transfers, with 14 of them coming
from other Power Five schools.
He said before the season that his
roster was stronger and more competitive and it would lead to better
football.
The Spartans’ defense features
three starters who were playing for
Southeastern Conference schools
last season in linebacker Quavaris
Crouch (Tennessee) and cornerbacks Chester Kimbrough (Florida)
and Ronald Williams (Alabama).
No. 4 Penn State also has benefited from transfers while winning
its first five games after going 4-5 a
year ago.

Former Temple defensive end
Arnold Ebiketie leads the Nittany Lions with three sacks. Other
transfers playing major roles for
Penn State include defensive tackle Derrick Tangelo (Duke), running back John Lovett (Baylor) and
guard Eric Wilson (Harvard).
“I felt like leaving Duke would
give me more exposure,” Tangelo
said. “I just felt like I needed a fresh
start.”
No. 9 Michigan has turned things
around after going 2-4 last year
thanks in part to former Jackson
State receiver Daylen Baldwin, who
has touchdown catches of 56 and 69
yards.
It’s not uncommon for a Big Ten
contender to benefit from transfers.
Just last year, Ohio State won its
fourth straight conference title and
advanced to the national championship game with an backfield featuring former Georgia quarterback
Justin Fields and ex-Oklahoma
running back Trey Sermon.

Fields needed a waiver to play
for Ohio State without sitting out
a season, and Sermon could play
immediately for the Buckeyes only
because he was a graduate transfer.
Those steps are no longer necessary now that the NCAA has ruled
all athletes can transfer once without having to wait a year to play for
their new teams.
“Everybody gets a hall pass,”
Iowa coach Kirk Ferentz said.
“Some people were getting them
anyway before. Now everybody’s
got one. At least they get one mulligan card in their pocket. We’ve
played against a lot of transfers
over the last four or five weeks, and
we’ll see more this year.”
The policy change makes it much
more tempting for schools to dip
into the transfer portal when they
need to restock their rosters.
Big Ten network analyst and former Indiana coach Gerry DiNardo could see the trend continuing,
with teams making sure someone

on their support staff has the specific role of viewing video to see
which potential transfers could be
ideal fits.
“There’s no rule against having
as big a back room as you want,”
said DiNardo, who also coached
LSU and Vanderbilt. “As long as the
athletic directors are willing to give
coaches unlimited resources when
it comes to personnel, this is going
to keep going.”
The impact of transfers was evident from the first game of the season, when former North Carolina
State linebacker Calvin Hart and
former Rutgers quarterback Artur
Sitkowski played key roles in Illinois’ victory over Nebraska.
That set the tone for the rest of
the season. The Big Ten is getting
plenty of big performances from
guys who were playing at other
programs just last year.
Indiana’s Stephen Carr (Southern California) and Wisconsin’s
Chez Mellusi (Clemson) are the

top rushers for their respective
teams. Nebraska’s Samori Toure
(Montana) and Minnesota’s Dylan
Wright (Texas A&M) lead their
teams in yards receiving.
Minnesota linebacker Jack Gibbens (Abilene Christian) is the Gophers’ most prolific tackler. Purdue’s Jamari Brown, a cornerback
for Kentucky last season, is tied for
the team lead in pass breakups.
Of course, these new transfer
policies can work both ways.
The Southeastern Conference’s
third-leading receiver is Kentucky’s
Wan’Dale Robinson, who played
for Nebraska last year. Indiana has
lost two backup running backs to
the transfer portal since August.
Michigan State had three players
enter the transfer portal less than
two weeks ago.
But that’s a tradeoff Big Ten programs are willing to make. They only
need to look at the league standings
to understand how this era of widespread transfers can benefit them.

Michigan State’s Kenneth Walker III, right, runs for a touchdown against Western Kentucky’s Miguel Edwards during the first quarter of an
NCAA college football game, Saturday, Oct. 2, 2021, in East Lansing, Mich.
PHOTOGRAPH BY AL GOLDIS/AP
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Sports
Photo of the Day | UConn students participate in sports

Sophomore Jayden Reid (3) scores a goal against Sacred Heart University during a match that resulted in a 1-1 tie on Oct. 2, 2021 at Morone Stadium.

PHOTO BY KEVIN LINDSTROM, PHOTO &

VIDEO EDITOR/THE DAILY CAMPUS

Point/Counterpoint: Does UMass or UConn have a
better shot in the Toilet Bowl?
by Evan Rodriguez,
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT,
evan.2.rodriguez@uconn.edu

and Stratton Stave,

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
stratton.stave@dailycampus.com

College football has truly had
an amazing season in 2021. While
teams like Alabama and Georgia
have performed at top tier levels
throughout the year, there is also
the opposite side of the spectrum.
The University of Connecticut has
been absolutely dismal this season and has drawn headlines for
the use of three quarterbacks, the
firing of head coach Randy Edsall and its 0-5 record on the year.
Alongside UConn’s dreadful play,
the University of Massachusetts
has played just as poorly; their season has included a 50 point loss to
Coastal Carolina University and a
44 point loss to Pittsburgh. Poor
performances by both teams have
led up to Saturday’s matchup in
Massachusetts in what many are
deeming the “Toilet Bowl.” An argument arises between whether
either of these teams have a better
shot in this matchup and the Daily Campus will debate that in this
week’s edition of point/counterpoint.

Evan: UConn has truly had an
up and down year for football. If
I was asked this question on Sept.
11, I would have said that UMass
would have a much better shot in
a matchup against the Huskies.
However, after close losses to Wyoming and Vanderbilt, I’m heavily
encouraged that they will put out
a quality performance and take
the victory on Saturday. Even with
starting quarterback Tyler Phommachanh out indefinitely with a
lower leg injury, UConn looked
surprisingly great with Krajewski at the helm after the backup’s
mediocre play against Purdue. The
offense in general has steadily improved with experience and these
improvements will come to the test
on Saturday. With the poor defense
of the Minutemen, the UConn offense should have plenty of ways to
get to the endzone. This is the best
chance for the Huskies to come
out with the team’s first win of the
season and it’s hard to believe that
head coach Lou Spanos would let a
winless UMass team disrespect his
squad in this matchup.
Stratton: First off, I think we
can both agree that this is not a
matter of who is the better football team, but who is worse. Both
teams are regularly featured in

the lowest section of the computer
and human rankings. The Athletic
130 has the Huskies at 129 and the
Minutemen at 130. ESPN’s Bottom 10 has the teams in the two
worst spots too. If you had asked
before the start of last week how
the game would go, I would say
that Phommachanh would tear up
the sad, disparate UMass defense
and pull out victorious. Unfortunately though, Phommachanh is
out indefinitely. Although Krajewski looked competent last week
against Vanderbilt, he is still not a
great option by any means. On the
season, his passing splits have not
been great, tossing just two touchdowns in two games on three interceptions. His running abilities
have been fine, but he should be
pretty easy to bottle up if there is
any focus put on that aspect. He
just isn’t capable enough to lead
the team to victory, especially with
the way the Huskies defense will
fold as the game dwindles down.
Evan: Krajewski is certainly a
great option in this game and I believe he has real potential to grab
the win in this matchup. While
he’s not the preferred option in a
normal situation, UMass is fortunately nowhere near the talent
level of Purdue and with how poor

the Minutemen defense is, it won’t
be so easy for them to contain
Krajewski whether he’s throwing
in the pocket or running into the
endzone. Even if Krajewski somehow runs into trouble with UMass’
defense he still has running back
Nate Carter, who’s fresh off his first
100 yard rushing performance.
Coming off a matchup where
UMass was held to just 134 yards
of total offense against Toledo,
UConn is in a much better position
than they have been throughout
this season. The defense has weapons and coach Spanos will simply
not tolerate a poor performance
against a Minutemen offense that
has averaged just 14.6 pts against a
plethora of low level competition,
with the exception of Coastal Carolina University. Krajewski certainly has a better chance than UMass
quarterback Brady Olson, who has
been dismal and inefficient for the
Minutemen throughout the year.
With how stagnant UMass has
been throughout the year on the
field, I don’t see how they can get
any better against an improving
Husky squad that is hungry for a
win at any cost.
Stratton: Another thing to consider is that UMass has had a much
less favorable draw so far this sea-

son as compared to the Huskies.
According to the Massey Computer Rankings, the Minutemen have
the 17th hardest strength of schedule in the FBS, as compared to 74th
for UConn. Granted, neither team
has a win, but when comparing
the performances of the teams to
this point, strength of schedule
has to be a reasonably large consideration. Now, let’s look at Brady
Olson’s stats in the light that he
played one of the 20 hardest schedules in the FBS. All of a sudden,
his 6:4 touchdown to interception
ratio doesn’t look nearly as bad. If
you weren’t aware, UConn will be
the easiest opponent he will have
faced and the game will be akin to
lifting a donut off of a baseball bat,
allowing Olson to metaphorically
“hit it out of the park.” Also, Olson
is just a freshman and is still learning and growing. There’s a great
chance he’ll continue to develop
and the experience he’s gotten
from the tough competition will
help him become better, especially
when he’s playing a team as weak
as the Huskies. At the end of the
day, with the help of UConn’s poor
defense, Olson will pull through
and have a big game, helping Massachusetts maintain possession of
the coveted Southwick Jog.

During a 2018 homecoming football game, the Huskies lose against UMass in a close game 22-17 in October 2018. The two teams are scheduled to play on Saturday.
FILE PHOTO/THE DAILY CAMPUS
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Evan’s Take: Jalen Green will
be the best player out of the
2021 NBA Draft
by Evan Rodriguez

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
evan.2.rodriguez@uconn.edu

With the beginning of the NBA
season in sight, basketball fans and
analysts are soon to be introduced to
the wealth of talent found in the 2021
NBA Draft. From Gonzaga guard
Jalen Suggs to UConn’s own James
Bouknight, there will be plenty of
new talent on display for basketball
fans throughout the year. However,
there’s one player who stands above
them all: Houston Rockets guard Jalen Green.
Green, selected second overall, is a
generational talent. The young guard
journeyed to the NBA after choosing
to play in the G-League against higher competition rather than a season
of college basketball. What did Green
do in his one season of play with the
G-League Ignite? Green averaged an
impressive 17.9 points along with 4.1
rebounds and 2.8 assists. His play
caught the eyes of NBA scouts across
the league and put him in contention
to become selected first in the NBA
Draft, until the Detroit Pistons chose
college guard Cade Cunningham
over Green.
“The goal is to win Rookie of the
Year and the fact that I didn’t go #1
is certainly motivation.” Green has
been vocal about his motivation to
prove Detroit wrong and play at an
unprecedented level. Along with
Green’s own goal of winning the
coveted Rookie of the Year Award,
NBA GMs have sided with the second overall pick. In a recent survey of
who will win the award given to the
best rookie, Green is the popular pick
to win.
““That’s exciting, that’s good to
hear... I’m focused on the games
in-front of me, trying to win,” said
Green after being the favorite to win
the coveted award.

The rookie certainly has weapons
to make the most of his situation and
elevate his game to superstar levels,
unlike Cunningham who sits on a
mediocre Pistons team that hasn’t
made the playoffs since 2016. With
flashy forward Christian Wood and
shooting guard Kevin Porter Jr.,
Green is not alone on the court and
could turn heads with a heavy impact on a Rockets team still lost after the departure of superstar James
Harden. “I think we can compete
with every team in the NBA. We’re
young, fast, and talented,” said Green
in support of his team.
But, how will the young Rockets
guard prove doubters wrong and become the best player in a stacked 2021
NBA Draft? Along with the plethora
of weapons they provide, Houston
also has former All-Star John Wall,
who could be a great source of mentorship as Green continues to adjust
to the high level competition of the
NBA. Combined with the wealth of
experience that Green acquired in
the G-League, the Rockets boast better player development than teams
like the Pistons and the Cavaliers.
While Green will be developing his

game and exceeding the potential set
by NBA scouts, other top prospects
will be limited by poor coaching and
little development of necessary skills
to make an impact in the NBA.
The rookie guard himself has continued to show support for his teammates and created a future image of
leadership that will be essential in
his journey to stardom. “Everyone’s
here. Everyone’s going hard. Trying
to build chemistry and get it together before the season starts,” said
Green on the team’s current status
during training camp. Alongside
his impressive leadership, he has
impressed in training camp and the
Summer League, including a 25 point
performance against Cunningham
that put Green’s skills on display on
a large stage.
Green already has the skill set to
become a top player in basketball
at just 19 years old. With leadership
skills, a determined work ethic and
an absolute love for the game, the
sky’s the limit for the rookie. He’s
by far the best player to come out of
2021’s NBA Draft and he’s sure to be a
problem for teams across the league
for the foreseeable future.

Houston Rockets’ Jalen Green poses for a photograph during an
NBA basketball media day Monday, Sept. 27, 2021, in Houston.
PHOTOGRAPH BY DAVID J. PHILLIP/AP

Sports
Galatasaray Espor
quietly wins Worlds
Day 1
by Ashton Stansel
SPORTS EDITOR
ashton.stansel@uconn.edu

The League of Legends World
Championship opened on Tuesday with the first matches of the
play-ins stage.
For the major region teams, the
play-ins have often been seen as
simply a warm up tournament; a
chance for their teams to get some
reps in before moving on to play
in the group stage next week. But
for the minor region teams, this
stage is usually their only chance
to show that they can keep up;
that they can hang with the best
teams in the world from the major
regions. With Korea. With China.
With Europe. With North America, although that’s not usually as
hard to do.
Most surprising perhaps was
the quiet rise of Galatasaray Espor
from Turkey. Galatasaray began
their tournament with a victory
over Taiwan’s Beyond Gaming,
before claiming a win over the
Unicorns of Love. Beyond, one
of the pool A teams in the group
alongside Cloud9 were supposed
to have a relatively easy path, with
the exception of the North American squad. Now, they’re down a
game going into Cloud9 tomorrow
followed by a game against the
Unicorns.
Despite the Unicorns’ decent
performance at Worlds last year,
when they qualified for the Group
Stage following MAD Lions unexpected loss the round before
them, they’ve struggled this year.
They’re 0-2 after two games, dropping matches to both Galatasaray
as well as the Japanese Detonation
FocusMe. While UOL isn’t out by
any means, only the lowest seed
is outright eliminated after this

round of group play, and they’re
not sitting in a good position going into tomorrow.
On the other hand, LNG and
HLE have had relatively normal
group experiences.
Chinese fourth seed LNG
opened the tournament strong;
they were a little shaky against
Hanwha Life Esports, the Korean
fourth seed, but then went on to
a much steadier win over Peace.
Hanwha had weak moments even
in their second game, when they
took on Infinity Esports, but they
did claim the win — and a win is
a win.

The League of
Legends World
Championship
opened on
Tuesday
with the first
matches of the
play-ins stage.
Wednesday will be the most
important day of the week for
these teams. While there are a few
games on Thursday, the only other full day, with a whopping eight
games total, is Wednesday. Two
teams, Hanwha and Galatasaray,
will have their final records decided Wednesday. It might be their
last chance to make a mark.
The next day of play-ins begin Wednesday at 7 a.m. and are
broadcast in multiple languages
on Twitch and YouTube.

The Shortcomings of the 2021 Boston Red Sox
by Ajeeth Vellore
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
ajeeth.vellore@uconn.edu

The Boston Red Sox clinched
their postseason berth Sunday
afternoon in dramatic comefrom-behind fashion against the
Washington Nationals, 7-5. That
win capped off a season where expectations were exceeded, doubters were silenced and young role
players showed star potential. It
was a season filled with surprises from a team that had not been
performing to expectations for a
couple of seasons.
And yet Boston disappointed
some. In early July, the Red Sox
held a 54-32 record, near the tops
in the majors at that point, but
could not get any higher than
22 games above .500, ending the
season 92-70. They successfully
turned around the pitching staff,
going from a historically bad 2020
season to a better-than-league-average 2021, but had moments
where the bullpen would disappoint greatly and cost Boston
some crucial games. The team
offense showed up too, being top
five in all of Major League Baseball, but had a stretch between
July 28 and Aug. 12 where the Sox
went 4-11, averaging only 4.13 runs
per game (which was only that
high because of a 20 run outburst
towards the end of this stretch).
Through a full season, the Red
Sox were complete enough to be
playoff-worthy, but had stretches
of impotence in different facets of
the game that were almost enough
to push them out of the postseason. So what exactly went wrong?
Boston’s position players have
over-achieved in many regards.
Enrique Hernandez, Bobby Dalbec and Hunter Renfroe reached
heights previously not thought
possible for them. Unfortunately, they often had to shoulder the
offensive burdens of games when
the stars of the team underperformed.
Xander Bogaerts is one such
star: from July 1 onward, Xander
hit .255 with a .349 OBP and a paltry (by his standards) .780 OPS.
It’s almost as if the All-Star break
derailed the offensive momentum

he had built in the first half. The
eye-test showed a change in Bogaerts’ approach at the plate too;
he was not nearly as confident in
picking his spots, and often let
himself get behind in the count
early. Very often, he would fall to
0-2, foul off a couple pitches, then
swing at a bad pitch because he
had to, resulting in a weak ground
ball or pop out.
What’s worse about Bogaerts
is that he disappeared down the
stretch, in the three most important series of the season against
the Yankees, the Orioles and the
Nationals. In those nine games,
he hit an abysmal .143 with a .472
OPS. The worst part of it all is
that he had zero extra-base hits
in those final nine games. He was
the antithesis of clutch when the
Red Sox needed it the most.
Another star who had a down
year was J.D. Martinez, who was
merely average instead of being
the star he usually is. From July
1 onward, Martinez hit only .270,
had a wRC+ of 112 and had a walk
to strikeout ratio of 0.3 (with an
alarmingly high 24.8 K%), a number that would far and away be
a career worst. J.D., typically a
smart, patient hitter who would
pick his pitches, became a free
swinger. As a result, he had the
second most strikeouts in a single
season in his career (150 Ks).
These are not numbers you
would hope to see from one of
the best overall sluggers on your
team. If Martinez can’t even put
the ball in play 25% of the time, especially when he is hitting cleanup, there is no telling how many
runs are lost by expecting him to
at least put the ball in play in that
position.
Individual play aside, the Red
Sox also made quite a lot of trouble for themselves coming into
September. In a month where consistent high-level play is crucial,
the Red Sox caught the COVID-19
bug, which sidelined 18 players
for some period of time starting
on Aug. 3 and onwards.
This resulted in Boston playing
minor leaguers like OF Yairo Munoz and IF Jack Lopez, who were
barely replacement-level players
in their limited time in the majors.

While the Red Sox ended up surviving the months after the first
positive COVID test, going 29-27,
Boston could have done without a
momentum killer like that.
The second half of the season
was a large part of what put the
Red Sox in a position to only capture a Wild Card spot instead of
competing for the division crown.
Still, given the position that the
Sox were in before the season
began, any spot in the playoffs
should be seen as a massive win.
Going beyond the playoffs to the

offseason, what should Boston
do to try to alleviate some of the
problems encountered in the subpar second half ?
Looking into replacements for
Martinez and Bogaerts would be
the place to start. Kyle Schwarber
has proven to be very valuable to
the Red Sox and plays the same
position as J.D., making him a
candidate for a contract extension when the offseason comes.
As far as Bogaerts goes, Carlos
Correa’s name comes to mind, as
well as the burgeoning prospects

that currently exist in the organization. Perhaps you wait on Xander, keep him in Boston for another three years, and by then you’ll
have serviceable middle infielders
to replace him.
In any case, these Boston Red
Sox did something no one expected them to do, and did it despite
a few mid-season issues. Moving
forward, expect great things from
this team, as they will come, given
the time.
All statistics used in this article
are from Fangraphs.

Boston Red Sox’s Kyle Schwarber celebrates his solo homer in front of New York Yankees catcher Kyle
Higashioka in the third inning of an American League Wild Card playoff baseball game against the New
York Yankees at Fenway Park, Tuesday, Oct. 5, 2021, in Boston.
PHOTOGRAPH BY CHARLES KRUPA/AP
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Men’s Soccer: Huskies take on Villanova Wildcats to
determine victor between cats and dogs
by Cole Stefan

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
cole.stefan@uconn.edu

The University of Connecticut
men’s soccer team continues its
four-game conference homestand
with a contest against another classic Big East foe: the Villanova Wildcats.
The Huskies (4-3-1, 0-2-1 Big East)
tied last Saturday’s contest 1-1 after taking the St. John’s Red Storm
to double overtime. The goal patrol
played a huge part in that game and

will look to be a critical factor against
the Wildcats.
One of the studs behind that draw
on Saturday was Big East Honor Roll
member Jayden Reid, who’s equalizing goal in the 24th minute kept the
crowd on their feet for most of the
contest. Reid knows how to produce;
his two goals are second on the team,
his four assists are tied for the team
lead and his eight points lead the
pack.
Another key part of the Husky offense is sophomore Moussa Wade,
who’s four assists are tied with Reid

The Huskies tie 1-1 against St. Johns University on a crisp Saturday evening at Morrone Stadium. The goals occurred in quick
succession and on target attempts were scarce for the rest of the
game. PHOTOGRAPH BY KEVIN LINDSTROM, PHOTO & VIDEO EDITOR/THE DAILY CAMPUS

for the lead. Wade always contributes, as proven by his team-leading
23 shots, and has a goal to show for
his astounding efforts.
There’s also freshman Okem
Chime up front, whose three goals
are leading the team. He has been
taking great chances with 15 shots,
good enough for third on the team.
Chime’s eight shots on goal lead the
team, and he has a great opportunity
to pick up his fourth career goal with
a breakout game against the Wildcats.
To wrap up the forward group,
sophomore Giancarlo Vaccaro and
freshman Scott Testori, who have
a goal each, have been getting some
great playing time and provide valuable minutes off the bench whenever
they are needed to fill in.
In addition to Reid in the midfield,
there is freshman Mateo Leveque,
who has a goal and two assists on 17
shots thus far. Look for him, junior
captain Ahdan Tait, sophomore Ben
Awashie (one assist) and senior captain Felix Metzler to be contributing
on offense and defense throughout
the entire contest. They’ve been doing a tremendous job thus far keeping possession in the midfield and
will turn it up one notch against their
rivals.
Defensively, sophomore Thomas
Decottignes, who set up some great
opportunities on Saturday, leads a
very physical group into battle. Aided by freshmen Guillame Vactor (one
goal and a good defensively play in
the 10th minute) and Bjorn Nikolajewski (one shot on goal on four
shots), the defense will aim to keep
the Wildcat offense at bay with a flurry of clean tackles and slides that give
the Husky offense several chances.

Another key contributor from Saturday’s draw was goaltender Jahmali
Waite. The Philadelphia native has
been solid thus far, allowing just eight
goals in eight games while making
17 saves. Going up against a school
from his hometown, Waite will look
to pick up his fifth clean sheet of the
year by continuing to make fantastic
plays that keep the ball out of the net.
This should be a wild game, both
for Waite and for Villanova.
The Wildcats (7-2-0, 3-0-0 Big East)
are coming off a 1-0 victory against
the Xavier Musketeers that saw
them score early in the first half on
a beautifully set up pass and a great
finish out front. This is the Wildcats’
best start to Big East play since 2004,
when they went 5-3-2 against the Big
East.
The offense has had two significant contributors thus far in junior
forward Lyam Mackinnon and
freshman forward Balthi Sanders.
Both forwards have three goals on
the season with Mackinnon racking
up more points overall with one extra
assist (Mackinnon has two, Sanders
has one). The primary attention falls
to Mackinnon, who’s 36 shots lead
the team by an overwhelming margin.
There’s also senior forward Seidu
Shamsudeen (two goals) and sophomore forward Akinjide Awujo, the
lone goal scorer from Saturday’s victory. Both of those guys know how to
go out in front of the net, so the main
focus for the Husky defense will be to
contain the middle of the attacking
zone as to prevent the Wildcats from
taking any big chances.
Down the middle, the Wildcats
have five guys they can trust. Junior
Anthony Dragisics (one assist), ju-

nior Josh Belluz, sophomore Dominic Cyriacks (one goal and one assist), junior Gray Ricca (two assists)
and sophomore Jorge Garcia (one
goal and one assist). The game plan
is simple: Find a way to take advantage of the middle of the playing field.
When the midfield is taken over, find
a way to take the attacking zone by
placing the ball out in front.
Big East Defensive Player of the
Week Viktor Benediktsson’s strong
contributions will be something to
look out for on defense. He is the
main man in the defensive scheme
and will shut offenses down. Sophomore Jack Bonas and junior Anthony Cousins Jr. wrap up the defensive
corps. Together, their physical efforts
are paying off as they have yet to concede a goal in Big East play.
The other reason that is the case
is because of senior goaltender Carson Williams. In eight games played,
Williams has allowed seven goals, all
before conference play started. He
has three shutouts and 17 saves to his
name so far and with a hot Husky
offense in town, will look to improve
those numbers substantially.
Both teams have produced offensively. UConn has scored 10 goals
while allowing four, Villanova has
scored 11 while conceding eight. Both
teams know how to play physically as
well, as both teams have a combined
222 fouls. Between hot offenses and
scrappy play, this game should be
one that both teams will remember
for a long time in their storied history.
The Huskies lead the all-time series 13-3-1 and will look to pick up
win No. 14 tonight at 7 p.m. EDT.
Access is available to the game via
FloSports with live stats provided by
StatBroadcast.

Jon’s Take: The New York Jets (finally) did not disappoint
“You having fun yet?”
These four words came from the
mouth of Jets head coach Robert
Saleh, having just received his first
Gatorade shower in his head coaching tenure. The question was directed at rookie quarterback Zach Wilson, who definitely took his lumps
the first three weeks of the season,
but helped rally the team to a three
point overtime victory against a solid Tennessee Titans team. It’s safe to
assume Wilson, and the entire Jets
team, were having fun.
And why shouldn’t he, after a
brutal beginning to his professional
career culminating in this season-defining win?
Wilson had a tough outing against
the Patriots in Week 2 that saw the
rookie throw four interceptions,
while fellow first-year thrower Mac
Jones was at least formidable. In
Week 3, the team succumbed to an
embarrassing shutout against a
weak Denver Broncos squad. After
three straight defeats, it looked as
though this team would be as bad as
last year’s, a unit that lost 13 straight
to open up the season, with only
three of those being one possession
losses. The Jets hadn’t taken a lead in
any game all season. Since 2016, the
organization has had the worst home
record in all of football. Mix that with
a playoff team coming into town? Bad
news.
Thankfully, the team was able

to flip the script in this one, with a
number of guys coming through
with breakout performances. The
defense as a whole was absolutely
stellar, containing Ryan Tannehill
and the Titans for most of the game.
Their bend-but-don’t-break style
contributed to a few key drives panning out to just field goals in the first
half. Their front four killed it, sacking Tannehill seven times, the most
by a Jets team since 2017. The biggest
tragedy was that Saleh only had two
game balls to give out.
Cornerback Bryce Hall might’ve
been the defensive MVP of the game,
accumulating half a sack while shutting down a big man-to-man play in
the end zone, as well as a deep ball
that Tannehill placed right on the
money, sure to shift the game’s momentum if caught.
Can we also talk about the Williams brothers for a second? Superstar Quinnen and his brother Quincy
had a historic day Sunday, becoming
the first pair of brothers to record a
pair of sacks in the same game for the
same team since sacks first became
a stat. They were absolute forces on
the line, providing plenty of pressure
all day.
Linebacker CJ Mosley got his first
win as an active Jet this week, due to
his injuries in 2019 and opting out of
the 2020 season due to COVID-19. He
didn’t fail to disappoint, recording a
sack, a quarterback hit and 13 tackles.
This marked his third consecutive
game with at least 10 tackles; the first
time Mosley has done this in his AllPro career.
Wide receivers Corey Davis and

Keelan Cole played like absolute
studs, making some huge catches
down the stretch, including each receiving a deep downfield ball from
Wilson. Since Davis was signed to be
the team’s WR1, it’s great to see him
filling that role; hopefully he can do
it on a weekly basis. Cole was really
a depth addition, as he is one of five
solid options behind Davis. He has
been an underrated receiver for his
whole career, and has been proving
that as of late.
Lastly, Wilson had the best game of
his short career on Sunday. Despite
an average first half, he turned the
team around when they needed it,
providing some crucial drives.
Wilson’s best throws came when
he changed plans mid-play, connecting with Cole on the run for a fifty-plus yard bomb that set up a field
goal to take the lead. Later, he literally directed Davis to change his route,
connecting on another over fifty yard
play, this one for a touchdown. Not
only were these big momentum shifters, but ball placement was near-perfect. Flashes like this don’t mean he’s
a star by any means yet, but definitely
prove the haters wrong who claimed
he was a bust after Week 2.
Look, I know I just rattled off a
bunch of stats showing how good the
Jets were this week, but do you know
how often Jets Nation gets the opportunity to do that?
The fanbase believes in the organization since moving on from Adam
Gase, and it was tough to see the team
struggle so much while pushing this
narrative that the rain clouds had
finally gone away. While the clouds
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are still overhead, precipitation has
stopped, at least for a moment.
Wilson was fantastic in the second
half, showing flashes of the franchise
quarterback the team drafted him to
be. Saleh is showing that this team is
not like the ones of years’ past, along
with his ability to lead a team. This
is a guy players want to fight for and
who can make solid in-game decisions. That’s exactly what you want.
GM Joe Douglas is finally realizing
his vision, too. Despite a not-so-great
first draft class, he’s been able to adjust and create a formidable roster.
Look at the impact players from this
game. Quincy Williams was a waiv-

er pickup just over a month ago. Hall
was a fifth round pick in 2020. Kicker
Matt Ammendola, who has filled a
massive void left when the organization didn’t pay Pro Bowler Jason Myers back in early 2019, was a waiver
pickup this spring.
Year by year and game by game
this team is getting better. While the
Super Bowl is clearly not in the sights
of this year’s squad, further development of Zach Wilson and the rest of
the young guys could lead to a playoff-hopeful team next year or in 2023.
It’s going to be a slow grind, but there
is plenty to be happy about this week
in the Meadowlands.

New York Jets quarterback Zach Wilson (2) runs the ball against
Tennessee Titans defensive end Denico Autry (96) during overtime
of an NFL football game, Sunday, Oct. 3, 2021, in East Rutherford,
N.J.
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Happy Birthday, good boy!
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